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Abstract

In this paper, we prove that transactions cannot be fast in an asynchronous system. Specif-
ically, we show that a system cannot be fault-tolerant and provide fast transactions. Our result
holds in any system where we require transactions to ensure monotonic writes, or any stronger
consistency model, such as, causal consistency. Thus, our result unveils an important, and so far
unknown, limitation of fast transactions: they are impossible if we want to tolerate the failure
of even one server.

1 Introduction

The surge of cloud computing and big data has led to the design of large-scale and highly available
online services. A fundamental component of large-scale online services is a distributed data store [1,
2, 3]. Naturally, the demand for highly available online services translates to the demand for highly
available data stores.

The CAP theorem [4, 5] states that a distributed system has to choose between availability
and strong consistency during a network partition. In practice, networks are not reliable [6],
and thus we can never eliminate the possibility of network partitions. For this reason, highly
available data stores choose to sacrifice strong consistency in favor of availability [1, 2, 7, 3]. A
number of well-known data stores support eventual consistency [1, 7, 3]. Eventual consistency [8]
simply states that if we reach a quiescent state where no updates are taking place (i.e., no writes
are issued by the clients), eventually all the servers contain non-conflicting data.1 Recent work
has shown that the strongest consistency model that can be achieved in the presence of network
partitions is causal consistency [9, 10]. As a result, causal consistency has recently gained attention
in academia [11, 12, 13, 14], as well as in industry, where most notably, the MongoDB [3] data store
supports causal consistency.

Typically, the interface of a data store is a read-write interface [2] on a set of objects, where
the objects can be identified by what is called a key. To handle the enormous amount of data, data
stores partition 2 the data (e.g., based on a key) across multiple servers. To avoid loss of data, these
systems replicate the data to multiple servers. To remain highly available and reduce the latency of
client operations, data stores are replicated across multiple geographically separated data centers.
At a high-level, the client issues a request on the data store by identifying the object (e.g., by
providing the key) the client wants to access. Subsequently, the server responds back to the client
with the desired data. A number of data stores [3, 12, 14, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18] augment their interface
by providing transactions. Transactions operate on multiple objects at once and substantially aid
the programmer’s job. Data stores being extensively used for read-heavy workloads, it is common

1 In contrast to its name, eventual consistency is a liveness, rather than a safety property.
2In this context, we use the term “partition” in the sense of sharding.
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to optimize read-only transactions since they are the most frequent in practice [19]. It is thus
natural to seek implementations for read-only transactions that are as fast as possible.

Lu et al. [13] provide a first informal description of what it means for a read-only transaction
to be fast, or as they call it, latency-optimal. Their definition, captures the fact that a read-only
transaction is one round-trip, non-blocking, and one-version. One round-trip means that a client
does not contact a server more than once during a transaction. Non-blocking [13] states that servers
should not communicate with each other before responding to the client. Finally, one-version asks
that a server only sends one value for each read object. In the same work, Lu et al. prove that
fast read-only transactions are possible by presenting COPS-SNOW, a causally-consistent data
store that provides fast read-only transactions. Because of the critical importance of fast read-only
transactions for industrial data stores, fast read-only transactions have received much attention of
late [20, 21, 12, 22]. However, all this research [20, 21, 12, 22, 13] targets the ideal case where
servers never fail.

In practice, distributed systems are deployed in settings where failures are the norm. Distributed
systems ought to be fault-tolerant. Fault-tolerance is usually achieved by means of replication or
logging. However, replication and logging are synchronous (i.e., blocking) operations. As expected,
achieving fault-tolerance has a cost on the performance of transactions that write to objects. Write
transactions cannot be fast since they are blocking: write transactions have to replicate data before
committing. It is therefore natural that the description of fast transactions [13] only refers to
read-only transactions.

In this paper we prove that, surprisingly, read-only transactions cannot be fast either. Fast
transactions in general are impossible in a system that aims to be fault-tolerant. To show that
read-only transactions cannot be fast, we examine the concept of the visibility of transactions,
and investigate whether fast read-only transactions can be invisible. Transactions are said to be
invisible if they do not modify the state of the servers with which they communicate. Intuitively,
visible read-only transactions modify the state of the server they are operating on. Thus, visible
read-only transactions are blocking, since the modification on the server has to be performed in a
fault-tolerant way (e.g., by replicating the modification to other servers). This means, that in a
fault-tolerant system, read-only transactions can only be fast if they are invisible.

We prove that in an asynchronous system, if we require transactions to ensure monotonic writes,
a minimal level of consistency that is weaker than causal consistency, then read-only transactions
cannot be both fast and invisible. In fact, our proof holds for a weaker definition of fast transactions,
one where a server can send a bounded number of versions (instead of just one) back to the client.
In this sense, we prove a more general result. Our result sheds some light on a so far unexplored
limitation of fast transactions: they are impossible if we want to tolerate the failure of even one
server. Furthermore, we prove that if a server can send an unbounded number of versions back
to the client, then transactions can be non-blocking and one round-trip. To prove this, we devise
a new data store algorithm that we believe is interesting in its own right, called ubvStore, that
provides non-blocking and one round-trip transactions.

The practical implications of our theoretical results are threefold. First, similar to the CAP
theorem [4, 5], we demonstrate a new trade-off for data stores: during network partitions either fast
transactions or fault-tolerance can be achieved, even with the weak consistency model of monotonic
writes. Second, our results allow designers to avoid chasing impossible designs. Third, we show
that fault-tolerance should be a first-class concern when proposing new theoretical properties for
data stores, in order for the properties to have practical utility.

To prove our results, we devised a new formal framework that is general enough to capture
any data store, while at the same time the framework is able to precisely capture notions such as
bounded-version, non-blocking, etc., a challenging endeavor. As far as we know, our formalism is the
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first that precisely captures the notion of fast read-only transactions. We consider the framework
as a contribution on its own.
Roadmap. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present our framework in Section 2.
In Section 3, we prove the impossibility of fast transactions and we discuss the ramifications of our
result. Then, in Section 4, we present the ubvStore algorithm. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss
related work before concluding.

2 Model

We consider an asynchronous model that captures the notion of a data store that supports write
operations on single objects, as well as read-only transactions that operate on groups of objects.
Our model does not support transactions that write to objects, hence our impossibility result is
stronger. Since we only consider read-only transactions, whenever we refer to a transaction, we
refer to a read-only transaction. We distinguish between servers and clients in our system and
clearly define the ways they can communicate and the exact type of messages a client can send to
the server. Nevertheless, the model still allows great freedom on the way processes (i.e., clients and
servers) can communicate with each other.

We consider a data store as a message-passing system with servers and clients that communi-
cate. Servers store objects that the clients can read or write. Specifically, a data store is a tuple
(S, C,O,V,M, dec) where S, C,O,V, andM are sets and dec is a function, as described below. We
consider that a data store consists of n servers contained in a set S = {s1, . . . , sn}, as well as a finite
set C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} of m clients. We consider that both servers and clients are deterministic.
Clients with servers, as well as servers with servers communicate by exchanging messages, where
messages can take arbitrary time to be delivered but eventually are delivered (i.e., no message is
lost). We assume that clients cannot communicate with each other. Additionally, we consider a
set O = {o1, . . . , ol} of l objects and an infinite set V = {v1, v2, . . . } ∪ {⊥} of finite values that
the objects can take. Value ⊥ corresponds to the initial value of each object. No write operation
can write ⊥ value to an object. Note that depending on the context, we refer interchangeably to a
value as a version. Furthermore, we consider an infinite set T = {t1, t2, . . . } of finite transactional
identifiers. We also consider an infinite set of messages M, where each message m ∈M is created
over some alphabet. All the infinite sets we consider are countable. Finally we consider the decod-
ing function dec :M→ 2V , that given a message m returns a set of values that are encoded in m.
We use function dec to bound the number of values a client can utilize from a given message.

We introduce some notation that we use throughout the paper. For a set S we define S≤k =
S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 ∪ · · · ∪ Sk, where S1 = S and for i > 1 Si = S × Si−1. For a tuple v = (v1, v2, . . . , vg)
we denote with vi the i-th element of v , e.g., (3, 8, 1)2 is 8. Finally, given a sequence of elements
α = a1, a2, . . . , we denote with ai ∈ α that ai appears in α.
Server. We model a server as a state machine s = (Σ, σ0, E,∆, obj) where Σ is the set of possible
states, σ0 ∈ Σ is the initial state and E is the set of possible events. ∆ : Σ × E → Σ is a partial
function that captures the possible state transitions a server can take based on a given event. The
set obj ⊆ O is the set of objects that the server handles. For a server s, we denote with s.Σ, s.σ0,
s.E, s.∆, and s.obj the set of states Σ of server s, the set of events E of server s, etc. We say that
a server s serves objects s.obj or a server serves an object o where o ∈ s.obj. We consider a system
where all the objects are served by some server, hence

⋃n
i=1 si.obj = O, and additionally we assume

that every object is being served by a single server, hence ∀s, s′ ∈ S with s 6= s′ s.obj ∩ s′.obj = ∅.
In what follows, we refer to either a server or a client as a process. For each server s ∈ S, the

set of events is defined as s.E = {send(m, p), receive(m, p) : m ∈ M, p ∈ S ∪ C}. Specifically, a
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send(m, p) event corresponds to server s transmitting message m to process p. Event receive(m, p)
corresponds to server s receiving message m from process p.
Client. We model a client as a state machine c = (Σ, σ0, E,∆, ρ) where Σ, σ0, and ∆ are defined
in the same way as of a server. Function ρ captures the notion of the exact values a client reads for
a transaction. Specifically, function ρ : Σ×T → V≤l (note that |O| = l) is given a state σ ∈ Σ and a
transactional identifier and returns an arbitrary number of values. Function ρ is used to define the
monotonic writes consistency property (see later on). Additionally, the set of event E for a client is
different than that of a server, since for a client c we restrict the events c can take (i.e., the messages
a client can send and receive). A client can either perform a write operation on a single object, or
a transaction on a set of objects that are served by more than one server. To clearly capture the
notion of a transaction in our model, we consider that a client splits a transaction into multiple
read operations where each read operation is destined to a different server with the objects to be
read. Specifically, a client can only issue two kinds of operations, a read and a write operation. In
what follows, we first describe the exact operations a client can issue. We then describe what kind
of messages a client c can send and receive (i.e., events a client can take) based on the operations
c performs. A read(Os, t, d) operation reads ` objects (where ` ≤ k) defined in `-tuple Os ∈ O`,
t ∈ T and d ∈ M as part of some transaction with identifier t. Note that a read operation
reads from distinct objects, thus for a read read(Os, t, d) where Os = (o1, o2, . . . , o`) is an `-tuple,
∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , `} with i 6= j, it is the case that oi 6= oj . A read(Os, t, d) operation is always part
of a transaction. Naturally, a client can perform a transaction on objects that reside on different
servers. In such a case, a client sends two read operations with the same transactional identifier
to two different servers. For example, assume we have two servers s1, s2 ∈ S with s1.obj = {o1},
s2.obj = {o2}, and a client c ∈ C wants to perform a transaction that reads both objects o1 and
o2. Then, client c has to issue a read((o1), tid, d1) operation to server s1 and a read((o2), tid, d2)
operation to server s2.

A write(o, v, d) operation writes value v to single-object o where o ∈ O, v ∈ V\{⊥}, and d ∈M.
Note that both the read and write operations take as a parameter a message d. This message is not
necessarily bounded (since a message can be of any size) and can contain additional information
the client might want to include in its operation. We specifically allow clients to send any message
d in order to have as a general model as possible. This way, we do not restrict the possible data
stores the model expresses.
Client responses. The response to a read(Or, t, d) operation with |Or| = r is res(x) where
x ∈ Or ×M. Specifically, res(x) = (Or,m) where m ∈ M. In other words, the response to a
read reading r objects is a pair of one tuple that contains the to-be-read r objects and the message
m containing the values for the r objects. Naturally, a response to a single-object read(o, t, d) is
res(x) where x = (o,m) and m ∈ M. Note that a message m can contain multiple values (i.e.,
versions) for a specific object. We present later on how function dec can restrict the possible values
a client can retrieve from a message.

Similarly to a read operation, we consider that a response to a write operation is res(d) where
d ∈M. Note that we can get a response res(d) with d ∈M only in response to a write operation.

A client can issue a transaction that consists of multiple read operations. The responses from
these read operations are utilized to extract the values the transaction reads using function ρ.
Client events. We describe the set of all messages the client can send or receive. The set of
messages the client can send is Ms = {m : m = read(Or, tid, d),m = write(o, v, d) and Or ∈
O≤l, tid ∈ T , o ∈ O, v ∈ V \ {⊥}, d ∈ M}. The set of messages the client can receive is Mr =
{m : m = res(x) and x ∈ O≤l ×M,m = res(d) where d ∈M}. The set of possible events a client
c ∈ C can take is c.E = {send(ms, p) : ms ∈ Ms, p ∈ S} ∪ {receive(mr, p) : mr ∈ Mr, p ∈ S}.
Finally, note that clients cannot communicate with each other but only with servers, a natural
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assumption [23, 12, 24, 25, 26, 27]. It might seem that a client can issue a read or a write operation
for an object o to a server s that does not server o. We restrict these cases later, when we define
what a well-formed execution is.
Execution. We say that an event e is enabled in state σ if ∆(σ, e) is defined. An execution is a
(possibly infinite) sequence of events occurring at the servers and the clients. A sequence of events
occurring at a process p (i.e., p is either a server or a client) is well-formed if there is a sequence
of states, σ1, σ2, . . . such that σi = p.∆(σi−1, ei) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ (the length of the sequence).
An execution has correct issues of operations if every read(Or, t, d) with Or = (o1, . . . , om) that a
client issues is destined to a server s where ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, oi ∈ s.obj, as well as every write(o, v, d)
operation is destined to a server s where o ∈ s.obj. We assume that clients have some initial
knowledge on which server contains which objects, a reasonable assumption in practice since such
information could be stored in the initial state of each client.

We say that an event e is a client write request if e corresponds to the send event of a client for
a write operation. We say that an event e is a client read request if e corresponds to the send event
of a client for a read operation. For example, event send(read(Or, t, d), s) taken by some client is
a client read request, while event send(write(o, v, d), s) is a client write request. We say that an
event e is a client request if e is a client read or write request. Similarly, we say that an event e
is a client read response if e corresponds to the receipt event of a client with res(x) and x /∈ M
(i.e., e = receive(res(Or,m), c)). We call an event e a client write response if e corresponds to the
receipt event of client with a res(d) event where d ∈M. We say that an event e is a client response
if e is a client read or write response. For brevity, we also use the notation e = read(Os, t, d),
e = write(o, v, d), or e = res(x), when it is clear from the context whether event e is being sent or
received by a client or by a server.

For a given client request e we define obj(e) to be the tuple of objects e is operating on. For
example, if e is a read((o5, o8), t, d), then obj(e) = (o5, o8). Similarly, for a client read request e
that is associated with a transaction, tx(e) provides the transactional identifier associated with e.
Again, if an event e is taken by a client, we denote with cl(e) ∈ C the client that took e. For every
process p ∈ C ∪ S, given an execution α, we define the process execution α|p to be the subsequence
of α that contains all the events of α taken by process p. Given an execution α, we define the read
execution α|read to be the subsequence of α containing only client read requests and client read
responses. Similarly, we define execution α|write to be the subsequence of α containing only client
write requests and client write responses.
Valid responses. An execution α has no-thin-air responses, if for every client c ∈ C, for every
client response event e = res(x) in α|c, there is a client request event e′ that precedes e in α|c
such that e′ is either a write event if x ∈ M, or e′ is a read(Os, t, d) event if x = (Os,m) with
Os ∈ O≤k and m ∈ M. Valid responses captures the notion that client responses are not created
out of thin-air (i.e., there should be a client request).

An execution α has written-values responses, if for every client c ∈ C, for every client read
response event e = res(x) with x = (Os,m), then for every v ∈ dec(m), there should be an object
o ∈ Os such that there is a client write request e′ = write(o, v, d) that appears before e in α. In
other words, a server s cannot send arbitrary values back to a client, but only values that were at
some point written to the objects the client is reading.

An execution α has valid responses if α has no-thin-air and written-values responses.
Sequential clients. Clients can issue reads as part of the same transaction to objects belonging to
different servers. For example, a client might issue a transactional read((o1, o2), t, d) to some server
s1 and another read read((o4, o5), t, d) to some other server s2. Clients are said to be sequential.
This means that a client can issue a write or a read operation only if the client has received responses
to all its previous requests. Furthermore, a client c can issue a read with a transactional identifier
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t if c has received responses to a previous write request, as well as to all transactional reads of a
transaction t′ with t′ 6= t. In other words, a client c can issue read operations in parallel that belong
to the same transaction, but c has to wait for a response to its previous operations before issuing
a write or a new transaction.

Formally, we say that an execution α has sequential clients if for every client c ∈ C, for every
client request e ∈ α|c, where e is not the last event in e ∈ α|c, the following holds:

• if e = read(Or, t, d), then the event e′ that immediately succeeds e in α|c has tx(e′) = tx(e)
or e′ = res(x) with x = (Or′ ,m) with m ∈M (Or′ is not necessarily equal to Or);

• if e = write(o, v, d), then the event e′ that immediately succeeds e is res(d) with d ∈M.

Valid values. In what follows, we provide auxiliary definitions that help us capture the notion
of a bounded-version data store.

Definition 1 (Corresponding event). Given a well-formed execution α, consider a client response
e = res(x) where e ∈ α. Since α is well-formed, event e is received by client c ∈ C in response to
client’s c request e′. We say that event e has e′ as its corresponding event, or that response e has
e′ as its corresponding request. Conversely, request e′ has e as its corresponding client response.

Given a client request e and its corresponding client response e′ in an execution α, we denote
with cor(e) e’s corresponding client response. We say that a client request e is completed in an
execution α if cor(e) ∈ α. Note that a transaction can be split into many client read requests and
the completion of one of these does not imply that the transaction has completed.

We say that a client read response e is associated with a transaction t if e’s corresponding read
request e′ has tx(e′) = t. A transaction t is completed in an execution α if there is a read request
event e ∈ α with tx(e) = t and cl(e) = c and there is a read request event e′ that succeeds e in
α|c such that tx(e′) 6= t. Given an execution α, we define as comp(α) ⊆ T the set of all completed
transactions in α.

Definition 2 (Last state of a transaction). Consider an execution α and a transaction t ∈ comp(α)
issued by a client c, we denote with σlast(t, α) the last state of client c that was part of transaction
t. σlast(t, α) corresponds to the state immediately after the last event associated with t took place
in α by client c.

The following definition helps us define correctness in an execution on what a transaction reads.
For this, we need to know what values are read by a transaction.

Definition 3 (Values of a transaction). Given an execution α, we say a transaction t ∈ comp(α)
reads values ρ(σlast(t, α), t).

Consider a finite execution α and consider a client c ∈ C, we define as msg(α, c) the set of
messages contained in all the client responses (either read or write) in (α|read)|c.

The definition below captures the notion that a transaction by a client can only read the initial
value (⊥) or values that were at some point received by a server.

Definition 4 (Valid values). Given a finite execution α and a transaction t ∈ comp(α), we say that
t reads valid values if for every v ∈ ρ(σlast(t, α), t), there is an m ∈ msg(t, α) such that v ∈ dec(m).

Well-formed execution. An execution α has distinct values if for every two write operations,
write(o, v, d) and write(o′, v′, d′) where o, o′ ∈ O v, v′ ∈ V, d, d′ ∈ M, it is the case that v 6= v′.
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We can achieve this in practice by having a client append its client identifier and a monotonically
increasing counter to the value it intends to write. We consider that each client uses different
transactional identifiers for each of its transactions, as well as different transactional identifiers
from other clients. Formally, we say that an execution α has no-transaction reuse if there are no
client read requests e, e′ ∈ α such that tx(e) = tx(e′) and cl(e) 6= cl(e′) in α.

An execution α is well-formed if the following conditions hold for α:

• ∀p ∈ S ∪ C, a|p is well-formed;

• α has correct issues, no-transaction reuse, sequential clients, valid responses, and distinct
values;

• every contiguous prefix α′ of α, for every t ∈ comp(α′), transaction t has valid values;

• if there is a receive(m, pj) event e taken by some process pi in α, then there is an event e<
that precedes e in α and e< = send(m, pi) by process pj ;

• for a specific m ∈M if there are z identical events send(m, pi) taken by process pj in α, then
there are at most z receive(m, pj) events taken by process pi in α.

The last two conditions state that a message is not received out of thin air and that there is
no message duplication. Both conditions can be implemented in practice with common techniques,
such as the use of timestamps [28]. In this paper and unless stated otherwise, we consider only
well-formed executions. When we talk about an implementation in our model, we refer to the state
machines of all the servers (i.e., function ∆) and all the clients, as well as the sets S, C, O, V,
M, and function dec. We denote an implementations with I and say that α ∈ I to denote that
execution α can be generated by implementation I. Note that if a data store I can generate an
execution α, I can also generate any execution α′ where α′ is a contiguous prefix of α. Formally,
a data store is:

Definition 5 (Data store). A data store is an implementation I such that for every execution
α ∈ I, α is a well-formed execution.

Bounded-version data store. In response to a client’s read operation to an object o, a server
can potentially send an unbounded number of values that were written to o back to the client.
In this paper, we prove that non-blocking and one round-trip transactions are impossible when a
server can send a bounded number of values to a client. Therefore, we need to clearly define what
it means for a data store to be bounded-version (i.e., a data store where each server can only send
a bounded number of values to a client’s request). For this, we use the dec function of a data store
and show that although a server can send an unbounded number of values to a client, the client
can only utilize a bounded number of values.

Definition 6 (k-version data store). We say that a data store I is k-version if for every m ∈M,∣∣I.dec(m)
∣∣ ≤ k.

Although messages are finite, they are unbounded, hence the above definition allows a server
to send back an arbitrary long message m ∈ M to the client, and hence an unbounded number
of values to a client. This allows a client to cache old values and use them in future transactions.
However, in combination with valid values (Definition 4) the client can only extract up to a bounded
number of values. Note that even if a client uses a cache to store retrieved values, these values
cannot be used by the client unless they belong to a decoding of an already received message.
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If for a data store I, there is a k > 0 ∈ N such that I is a k-version data store, then we say
that I is a bounded-version data store, otherwise we say that I is an unbounded-version data store.
The notion of dec is the first one we are aware of to capture formally the notion of k-version read
or a k-version data store in an elegant way. Other approaches [12, 22, 21] are not formal enough
and can be potentially circumvented (see related in Section 5).
Fast reads. In what follows, we define the notion of invisible reads, which refers to the fact that
servers do not update their state when they perform a read operation.

Definition 7 (Invisible reads). A data store I has invisible reads, if for every execution α ∈ I,
for every received read request event or every sent read response event e by some server s ∈ S,
σ = s.∆(σ, e).

Definition 7 captures the fact that if the state of the server s is σ before event e, then it remains
σ after event e takes place. A data store I that does not provide invisible reads, is said to have
visible reads. Next, we define non-blocking reads.

We consider function nc that given an execution α and an event e ∈ α returns a subsequence
of α. Formally, consider an execution α, a client c, and client response e ∈ α|c, then nc(α, e)
corresponds to execution α where all the events between the corresponding request of e to a server
s and e are removed from α, except the events that correspond to server s sending a response to c
and s receiving the request.

Intuitively, a data store supports non-blocking reads if a server can respond to a read operation
without blocking. This means that the server does not have to communicate with other servers in
order to respond to the client. Formally:

Definition 8 (Non-blocking reads). We say that a data store I has non-blocking reads, if for
every finite execution α ∈ I that ends in a client read response e, then nc(α, e) ∈ I.

We now define what it means for a transactional read to take a specific number of rounds to be
performed. Roughly speaking, an operation takes r rounds, if a clients performs r client requests
with the same transactional identifier to the same server.

Definition 9 (r-round reads). We say that a data store I has r-round reads, if for every execution
α ∈ I, every transaction t ∈ T , every client c performs at most r client read responses for a specific
client read request associated with transaction t.

For instance, in a data store that has 1-round reads this means that a client that issues a specific
transaction only communicates with a specific server at most once for a specific transaction. We
can define what it means for a data store to provide fast reads.

Definition 10 (Fast reads). We say that a data store I has fast reads if I is a 1-version data
store, and I has non-blocking and 1-round reads.

Definition 10 captures exactly the notion of latency-optimal reads as described by Lu et al. [13],
since a client can utilize only one value (or one version) per read object. We relax the definition of
fast reads, by defining what we call semi-fast reads.

Definition 11 (Semi-fast reads). We say that a data store I has semi-fast reads if I is a bounded-
version data store, and I has non-blocking and 1-round reads.

In contrast to fast reads, semi-fast reads allow a server to send more than one value back to
a client in response to a read request. In this sense, semi-fast reads are not latency-optimal as
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devised by Lu et al. [13]. In this paper, we prove our impossibility result for the weaker version of
semi-fast reads and hence our impossibility result is stronger (i.e., also holds for fast reads).
Monotonic writes. We consider data stores that provide the client-centric consistency model [29]
of monotonic writes [30]. To define what it means for a data store implementation to provide
monotonic writes, we first provide auxiliary definitions.

Given an execution α and a client c ∈ C, we define with ordw(α, c) the set of pairs (e, e′) such
that e and e′ are in (α|c)|write and e precedes e′ in α (and hence in α|c). Similarly, we define
ordr(α, c) the set of pairs (e, e′) such that e and e′ are in (α|c)|read and e precedes e′ in α. Given
the set ordr(α, c), we define the transitive closure of ordr(α, c) as ord+r (α, c). Similarly, we define
the transitive closure of ordw(α, c) as ord+w(α, c).

Roughly speaking, a data store provides monotonic writes consistency if the write operations
performed by a specific client in some specific order, are seen by any other client in this order. Note
that monotonic writes do not specify anything regarding the order of write operations between
different clients. We use the notation t ∈ α to denote that there is an event e ∈ α such that
tx(e) = t.

Definition 12 (Monotonic writes.). Consider an execution α and consider every transaction t ∈
comp(α) with values ρ(σlast(t, α), t) = (v1, v2, . . . , vr). Values (v1, v2, . . . , vr) are written by client
write requests that correspond to events ew1 , ew2 , . . . , ewr . We say that α provides monotonic writes
if for any two client write requests ewi and ewj with c = cl(ewi) = cl(ewj ) there is no client
write request ew with cl(ew) = c such that (ewi , ew) ∈ ord+w(α, c) and (ew, ewj ) ∈ ord+w(α, c) and
obj(ewi) = obj(ew).

Figure 1 depicts the intuition behind Definition 12. It should not be possible for a transaction
reading, among others, objects o and o′ to read values vi and vj , since the same client wrote value
v to object o after writing value vi to o.

client c: ewi(o = vi) ew(o = v) ewj (o
′ = vj)

Figure 1: A transaction t that reads, among others, objects o and o′ cannot read values vi and vj
due to the existence of ew. However, transaction t can read values v and vj for objects o and o′

respectively. Note that all three writes ewi , ew, and ewj are performed by the same client c.

Definition 13 (Monotonic writes). We say that a data store I provides monotonic writes if every
execution α ∈ I has monotonic writes.

Note that current definitions of monotonic writes [30, 31] refer to single-object operations (i.e.,
no transactions). Bailis et al. [32] provide an intuitive transactional description but lacks adequate
formality. In this sense and to the best of our knowledge, this is the first formal definition of
monotonic writes in a transactional setting, a contribution in itself.
Minimal progress. A data store implementation where every read operation performed by a
client reads back the initial value of the object ⊥ is a data store that provides monotonic writes.
However, such a data store is of no practical interest. We need to incorporate some notion of
liveness in the data store to make it useful. For this, we introduce the notion of minimal progress,
that roughly speakings states that if only one client writes a value v to an object o, this value is
visible after some some point in time, unless the same client writes a new value or some other client
writes o. We start by defining the notion of being eventually responsive. The intuition behind this
definition, is that if a client requests a read or write operation, then the client eventually gets a
response.
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Definition 14 (Eventually Responsive). A data store I is eventually responsive if for every finite
execution α ∈ I which last event e is a client request, every infinite extension α′ ∈ I of α has a
client response e′ such that e′’s corresponding request is e.

Another way to think of the above definition is that given a finite execution α that ends with
a request to a client, there is a finite extension of α that contains the response to the client.

We say that a transaction t appears for the first time after an event e in an execution α if there
is no event e′ ∈ α that appears before e in α with tx(e′) = t. The following definition captures
the idea that from some point onwards, all transactions keep returning the newer written values.
If a single write is performed to an object o, then there is a point after which all transactions that
appear for the first time read the value of this object o.

Definition 15 (Eventually Visible). A data store I is called eventually visible if for every finite
execution α ∈ I which last event ew is a client write request to object o. Consider all r > 0 completed
client write requests before ew to o: ew1 , . . . , ewr in α. In other words, cor(ew1), . . . , cor(ewr) appear
before ew in α. Each of these client write requests, writes a value. Consider these values to be
contained in the set vold. Then, in every infinite extension α′ ∈ I of α that contains infinite
transactions that appear for the first time and that request o, there is an infinite suffix of α′ where
all transactions that request to read o do not read a value that belongs to vold ∪ {⊥} for o.

Definition 16 (Minimal Progress). A data store I provides minimal progress if I is eventually
responsive and eventually visible.

Note that if a data store I provides minimal progress, I cannot use the stable snapshot ap-
proach [20]. In the stable snapshot approach, servers totally order write operations, as well as
servers keep track of the most recent stable snapshot. A stable snapshot is a point in the serial
order of the write operations, for which all updates are known to have been applied to all objects.
When reading, a client c indicates the last known stable snapshot, and then c reads from that
snapshot and retrieves information about the current last known stable snapshot (that c uses in
the next transaction). Thus client c can always make progress, albeit by reading from the past.
However, using the stable snapshot approach, when a client c that has been inactive (i.e., not
performing any operations) for an arbitrary long amount of time time, issues a new transaction, c
could potentially read old values and hence violate eventual visibility.

3 Fast Transactions Are Impossible

In this section we prove that fast transactions are impossible. Specifically, we prove Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. No data store can provide monotonic writes, minimal progress, and invisible semi-fast
reads.

Fast reads. For educational purposes, we first present the proof of the following theorem:

Theorem 2. No data store can provide monotonic writes, minimal progress, and invisible fast
reads.

For our result, we consider two servers s1, s2 ∈ S and two objects o1, o2 ∈ O served by servers
s1 and s2 respectively. Furthermore, we consider three clients cr, ch, cw ∈ C, where client ch issues
a finite number of transactions where each transaction reads both objects o1 and o2, client cr issues
a single transaction t to both objects o1 and o2, and client cw performs writes. Before we continue
with the proof, we introduce some auxiliary notation.
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α1: wo1(v
1
o1) wo2(v

1
o2) t1 . . . tl1 wo1(v

2
o1) wo2(v

2
o2) tl1+1 . . . tl2 reqo1 reqo2 respo1(m

1
1)respo2(m

1
2)

α2: wo1(v
1
o1) wo2(v

1
o2) t1 . . . tl1 reqo1 reqo2 respo1(m

2
1) wo1(v

2
o1) wo2(v

2
o2) tl1+1 . . . tl2 respo2(m

2
2)

Figure 2: Executions α1 and α2 where client cw writes (in red) objects o1 and o2. Client ch issues
a finite number of transactions (in green) between the cw’s writes and cr performs a transaction
that reads both objects o1 and o2 (in blue).

A read operation in a data store with fast reads consists of 4 events e1, e2, e3, e4 in this order.
Event e1 is send(read(o, ti,ms), s), event e2 = receive(read(o, ti,ms), c), and since a data store
with fast reads is non-blocking, this means the server s can respond right away to the client with
e3 = send(res((o,mr)), c), and finally the client c receives the message e4 = receive(res((o,mr)), s).
In what follows we are going to denote event e1 as reqo and the remaining three events as respo(mr),
meaning that for object o the client got back response mr.

Similarly, we denote with wo(v) the sequence of events needed to write value v to object o.
Note that in contrast to a read operation event, a write operation event might span an arbitrary,
however finite, number of events. Arbitrary since write operations are not necessarily non-blocking
and therefore a server might communicate with other servers before completing the write. Finite
since we consider a data store with minimal progress and hence eventual visibility, the write should
eventually complete.

For the proof of Theorem 2 we assume by way of contradiction that a data store exists that
provides monotonic writes, minimal progress, and invisible fast reads. For this, we consider execu-
tion
α = wo1(v1o1), wo2(v1o2), t1, . . . , tl1 , wo1(v2o1), wo2(v2o2), tl1+1, . . . , tl2 where the first two writes are per-
formed by client cw and transactions t1 till tl1 are performed by client ch until values v1o1 and v1o2
becomes visible. Then, client cw performs two more writes to objects o1 and o2 and afterwards
client ch takes steps until values v2o1 and v2o2 are visible.

Based on execution α, we construct executions α1 and α2 (see Figure 2) :

α1 = wo1(v1o1), wo2(v1o2), t1, . . . , tl1 , wo1(v2o1), wo2(v2o2),

tl1+1, . . . , tl2 , reqo1 , reqo2 , respo1(m1
1), respo2(m1

2)

α2 = wo1(v1o1), wo2(v1o2), t1, . . . , tl1 , reqo1 , reqo2 , respo1(m2
1),

wo1(v2o1), wo2(v2o2), tl1+1, . . . , tl2 , respo2(m2
2)

Note the differences between executions α1 and α2. In execution α1, client cr performs both
read operations on objects o1 and o2 when the values v2o1 and v2o2 are visible. In execution α2, cr
read requests are sent after values v1o1 and v1o2 are visible. However, the request to object o1 is
received by s1 before value v2o2 is visible and the request to object o2 is received by s2 after value
v2o2 is visible.

In execution α1 client cr receives only two messages, m1
1 and m1

2. Message m1
1 cannot contain

a value for object o2 since it is served by server s1 and server s1 can only send values for object o1.
Therefore, for cr to read value v2o2 for object o2, it should be the case that message m1

2 in execution
α1 should contain v2o2 . Assume by way of contradiction that m1

2 does not contain v2o2 , this means
that there is no way for client cr to have read value v2o2 , therefore v2o2 /∈ ρ(σlast(t, α1), t), hence the
value is not visible yet. A contradiction, therefore v2o2 ∈ dec(m

1
2).
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In execution α2 note that m2
1 cannot contain v2o1 (due to the written-values responses property)

since at this point in execution α2, v
2
o1 has not been written yet. We argue that message m2

2

in execution α2 should contain value v1o2 . Assume it does not. Then, the only other possible
values m2

2 can contain are ⊥ and v2o2 (recall that we consider fast reads, hence 1-version reads).
However the pairs (v1o1 ,⊥) would not satisfy minimal progress since value v1o2 is visible when client
cr performed its transaction. Furthermore, pair (v1o1 , v

2
o2) violates monotonic writes, since the same

client wrote v2o1 to object o1 before writing v2o2 to object o2. A contradiction in both cases. Therefore
v1o2 ∈ dec(m

2
2).

Executions α1 and α2 are indistinguishable to server s2. Indeed, in both executions α1 and
α2, server s2 receives, performs, and responds to the client’s cr request (respo2) to read object o2
after values v2o1 and v2o2 have been written and are visible. Since all the transactions performed
by client ch are invisible, server s2 cannot distinguish between the executions and respond back
to client cr in the same way in both executions, and therefore messages m2

2, and m1
2 are equal

(m1
2 = m2

2 = m2). Since we consider distinct values, v1o2 6= v2o2 , and both are in dec(m2), it is the
case that

∣∣dec(m2)
∣∣ = 2 > 1, a contradiction. Hence, Theorem 2 holds.

Semi-fast reads. We prove Theorem 1 by contradiction. We assume that a data store I exists
that provides monotonic writes, minimal progress, and invisible semi-fast reads. Specifically, we
assume that data store I is a k-version data store. We prove that there is an execution where
server s2 sends a message back to a client that contains more than k values in order I to satisfy
monotonic writes. To prove our impossibility result, we construct k+ 1 executions α1, α2, . . . , αk+1

and show that all these executions are indistinguishable to server s2. We show that in execution
αi, server s2 needs to respond with a message that contains value vio2 .

Before presenting the construction of executions αi (1 ≤ i ≤ k+ 1), we first construct execution
α ∈ I in which all executions αi are based upon. We construct execution α as follows. First, client
cw writes value v1o1 to object o1, waits for the response of server s1 to acknowledge the write, and
then writes value v1o2 to object o2 and waits for the acknowledgment of server s2. Servers s1 and
s2 acknowledge the writes since I provides minimal progress, and hence I is eventually responsive.
Afterwards, client ch issues transactions until the values (v1o1 , v

1
o2) become visible, again due to

minimal progress. After the values are visible, we allow client cw to write value v2o1 to object o1
and afterwards value v2o2 to object o2. Then, we allow client ch to issue transactions until values
(v2o1 , v

2
o2) are visible. We keep repeating the same procedure until values (vk+2

o1 , vk+2
o2 ) are visible.

Namely cw writes both objects o1 and o2 and then ch issues transactions until the latest written
values by cw become visible. Execution α (see top of Figure 3) is therefore:

α = wo1(v1o1), wo2(v1o2), t1, . . . , tl1 , wo1(v2o1), wo2(v2o2), tl1+1, . . . , tl2 ,

wo1(v3o1), wo2(v3o2), . . . , wo1(vk+2
o1 ), wo2(vk+2

o2 ), tlk+1+1, . . . , tlk+2

α: wo1(v
1
o1) wo2(v

1
o2) t1 . . . tl1 wo1(v

2
o1) wo2(v

2
o2)

. . . wo1(v
k+2
o1 )wo1(v

k+2
o1 ) tllk+1+1 . . . tlk+2

αi: wo1(v
1
o1) wo2(v

1
o2)

. . . wo1(v
i
o1) wo2(v

i
o2) reqo1 reqo2 respo1(m

i
1)wo1(v

k+2
o1 )wo2(v

k+2
o2 ) respo2(m

i
2)

Figure 3: At the top, we depict execution α where client cw alternates between writing (in red)
objects o1 and o2. Client ch issues a finite number of transactions (in green) after client’s cw writes
of value vjo2 until values (vjo1 , v

j
o2) are visible. At the bottom, we depict execution αi. Due to space

constraints, we depict the transactions of ch until values (vio1 , v
i
o2) and (vk+2

o1 , vk+2
o2 ) are visible with

small green boxes. Client’s cr transaction that reads objects o1 and o2 are depicted in blue.
Before we continue with each individual execution αi, we prove the following lemma for trans-
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actions in execution α, where we consider that v0o1 = v0o2 =⊥.

Lemma 1. No transaction introduced in execution α that appears for the first time after transaction
tli (i > 0) completes can read values vjo1 and vjo2 with 0 ≤ j < i for objects o1 and o2 respectively.

Proof. By construction of execution α, we know that after transaction tli , values vio1 and vio2 are
visible. By the definition of minimal progress, no transaction that appears for the first time after
transaction tli has completed can return an older value for objects o1 and o2. Hence no transaction

after tli can read values vjo1 and vjo2 with 0 ≤ j < i.

Lemma 2. No transaction introduced in α that reads objects o1 and o2 can read values (vao1 , v
b
o2)

with a < b or a > b+ 1.

Proof. We assume by way of contradiction that we can introduce such a transaction t in α that
reads (vao1 , v

b
o2) with a < b or a > b + 1. We consider two cases. If a < b, then since client cw

issues writes in the following order vao1 → · · · → vbo1 → vbo2 , a transaction that reads (vao1 , v
b
o2) with

a < b violates monotonic writes, a contradiction, since t should have read value vbo1 for object
o1. In the second case, if a > b + 1, then since client cw issues writes in the following order
vbo1 → vbo2 → vb+1

o1 → vb+1
o2 → · · · → vao1 , a transaction that reads (vao1 , v

b
o2) with a > b + 1 violates

monotonic writes, a contradiction, since t should have read at least value vb+1
o1 for object o2.

We construct execution αi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1 as follows (with l0 = 0):

αi = wo1(v1o1), wo2(v1o2), . . . , wo1(vio1), wo2(vioi), tli−1+1, . . . , tli ,

reqo1 , reqo2 , respo1(mi
1),

wo1(vi+1
o1 ), wo2(vi+1

o2 ), . . . , wo1(vk+2
o1 ), wo2(vk+2

o2 ),

tlk+1+1, . . . , tlk+2
, respo2(mi

2)

Lemma 3. Value vio2 ∈ dec(m
i
2) in execution αi.

Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that vio2 /∈ dec(mi
2) in execution αi. Due to Lemma 1,

transaction t can only read values (vao1 , v
b
o2) with a ≥ i. Since the read to o1 is performed before

the write of value vi+1
o1 takes place, this means that t should read value vio1 for object o1. Therefore

the only allowed values for object o2 is vio2 since returning vjo2 with j < i implies that vio2 is not

visible yet and returning vjo2 with j > i violate monotonic writes (Lemma 2). In other words, if
vio2 /∈ dec(m

i
2), transaction t has no correct values to return. A contradiction.

Due to Lemma 3, we know that vio2 ∈ dec(mi
2) for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1. However, all

executions αi are indistinguishable to server s2 and therefore m2 = mi
2 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1.

Due to the distinct values property, all values vio2 6= vjo2 for i 6= j and hence vio2 ∈ dec(m2) implies
that

∣∣dec(m2)
∣∣ > k, a contradiction.

Circumventing the impossibility. In a synchronous system, where the duration of a transaction
cannot span more than one synchronous round, the impossibility of invisible reads collapses. In
other words, in a synchronous system, we can have a data store with fast invisible reads that also
provides minimal progress and monotonic writes. In such a scenario, every server stores the latest
value written to an object. In each round, in case of a read, the server returns this latest value,
and in case of a write it overwrites the currently stored value. Note however, that highly available
data stores [3, 2, 7] are deployed in settings that are not synchronous (e.g., the wide-area), since
synchronous systems are not realistic in practice, because among others, they prevent the possibility
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of partitions. Additionally, in a synchronous system we need to choose the duration of rounds in a
conservative manner which goes against the idea of having transactions being as fast as possible.
Fast Transactions and Fault-tolerance. At first sight, the ramifications of Theorem 1 are
inconspicuous. Someone might think that whether transactions are visible or not has little impact on
the latency of transactions. This indeed might be the case if we assume that the client communicates
with a far away server. Nevertheless, in practical settings, we have to consider the possibility that
if a visible transaction updates the state of a server s, server s might fail (i.e., crash). In case server
s fails, we might lose all the information that was written by s during the update. Highly available
data stores have to implement fail-over, therefore, in case server s fails, another server s′ should
take over in place of s. However, server s′ does not contain the data that was written during the
update. The only way for server s′ to know about the updated state of s, is if s replicated the
update to s′ before failing. In such a scenario, the transaction is blocking since it needs to wait
for the underlying writes (i.e., update data), to be replicated before responding to the client. To
summarize, a data store that provides fast transactions cannot be fault-tolerant, and conversely, a
fault-tolerant data store cannot provide fast transactions.

4 Unbounded-Version Data Store

Theorem 1 states that we cannot devise a bounded-version data store with non-blocking and 1-
round reads. This raises the question on whether we can achieve non-blocking and 1-round reads
in an unbounded-version data store. With Theorem 3 we answer this question in the affirmative.

Theorem 3. There is an unbounded-version data store that provides monotonic writes, minimal
progress, non-blocking and 1-round reads.

To prove Theorem 3, we devise ubvStore, a new unbounded-version data-store with non-
blocking and 1-round reads. ubvStore is unbounded-version since a server can send an unbounded
number of values to a client (i.e,. @k : ∀m ∈ M

∣∣dec(m)
∣∣ < k). Note that we do not claim

that ubvStore is a practical algorithm. We use ubvStore to generalize our impossibility result
(Theorem 1).
Overview. We base ubvStore on three ideas: (i) servers assign version numbers to values,
(ii) servers and clients store locally the write history of each client and exchange write histories
whenever they communicate, and (iii) a read-only transaction by a client c is performed on c’s local
knowledge of the write histories. We describe in detail these three ideas below.

An object o is served by a single server s (o ∈ s.obj). Therefore, server s can order the
writes issued by clients to an object o in a specific order. Server s can order writes by assigning
incrementally increasing version numbers to values written to an object o. We say that a value v
written to an object o has version number vn, if v was the vn-th value written to object o. For
example, if two writes to object o with values v1 and v2 are performed by two different clients
cw1 and cw2 respectively, server s can assign version number 1 to the written value v1 and version
number 2 to the written value v2. We consider that the initial value ⊥ of each object has version
number 0.

Both servers and clients in ubvStore contain local information about the write history of each
client. The write history of a client c corresponds to the ordered list of the write operations client
c has performed. Specifically, the write history of a client is a list of triples, where each triple is
of the format (object, value, version number). We denote with histp[c] the write history of client
c as it is known to process p. Naturally, note that process p might have stale information on
the write history of client c and hence histp[c] is a subset of client’s c actual write history. For
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example, in a system with one server s and two clients c1 and c2, server s might store locally
hists[c1] = (o1, v1, 3) · (o2, v3, 1) and hists[c2] = ε. This means that s is aware that client c1
first performed the write of value v1 to object o1 and then the write of value v3 to object o2,
and since hists[c2] = ε, this means that s has no information about the write history of client
c2 (potentially client c2 has not performed any writes). Similarly, client c1 might locally contain
histc1 [c2] = (o5, v9, 6), and client c2 might locally contain histc2 [c1] = (o3, v2, 3).

Whenever a client c performs a write operation to an object served by a server s, c sends all
its write histories (histc) to server s. Similarly, when a server s responds to the read request of a
client c, s sends all its write histories (hists) to client c. This way, whenever servers and clients
communicate, they can potentially extend their local write histories. Note that a server stores only
values (i.e., versions) of objects that it serves. Nevertheless, a server s can store the write histories
of all the clients, and which objects these clients wrote, even though s might not serve these objects.
For example, a server s with o1 /∈ s.obj could contain hists[c3] = (o1, , 9) where corresponds to
the fact that s does not “know,” and hence does not store the value of object o1 since s does not
serve o1.

In ubvStore, transactions are 1-round and non-blocking. This means that when a client c
performs a transaction, c sends messages to the servers serving the transaction’s objects and the
servers respond immediately to c. Then, client c retrieves the responses from the servers and
potentially extends histc. Afterwards, c attempts to read the latest (i.e., by looking at the version
number) values of each object it wants to read without violating monotonic writes. If it can read
the latest values without violating monotonic writes, then client c is aware of the read values of
the transaction. If not, client c attempts to read potentially earlier values of objects until it finds
a tuple of values that satisfies monotonic writes.

To give an example of how ubvStore performs a transaction, think of execution α2 in Figure 2.
In execution α2, client cr sends messages to both servers s1 and s2 as part of transaction t. Server
s1 receives the message after value v1o1 is visible and before value v2o1 is written. Therefore, s1 sends
back value v1o1 to cr. Server s2 receives cr’s message after value v2o2 is visible and hence s2 sends
value v2o2 to cr. The issue with execution α2 was that if the data store is 1-version, values (v1o1 , v

2
o2)

cannot be read for t since these values violate monotonic writes. However, since we consider an
unbounded-version data store, server s2 can also send value v1o2 to cr. In ubvStore, when client
cr receives the message from server s1, cr has histcr [cw] = (o1, v

1
o1 , 1). Then, when cr receives the

message from server s2, cr knows that histcr [cw] = (o1, v
1
o1 , 1) · (o2, v1o2 , 1) · (o1, , 2) · (o1, v2o1 , 2).

Knowing histcr , client cr can infer that the latest values that it can read for transaction t are
(v1o1 , v

1
o2).

ubvStore in detail. The algorithm of ubvStore is presented in algorithms 1 and 2. Lines 1-
106 correspond to the code for the client and lines 107-118 correspond to the code for the server.
ubvStore uses both procedures, as well as event-based (i.e., trigger and upon event) tech-
niques [28]. A trigger event corresponds to the transmission of a message, while an upon event
corresponds to the receipt of a message. Additionally, in order to simplify the presentation of
ubvStore, we consider that procedures by the same process, as well as the code inside an upon
event are executed atomically. Furthermore, note that we do not present code for procedures that
are straightforward (e.g., getServer(o) that returns the server that serves object o). We first
describe the algorithm of the client, before continuing with the algorithm of the server.

A client cl has the following local variables (lines 2-4): histcl, responses, and versionNumber.
Client cl stores the write histories in histcl, that is an array of lists, where each list (except
histcl[cinit] – see below) is initially empty (ε). For a list list, we denote with |list| its length.
We consider that there is some initial client cinit /∈ C that wrote value ⊥ with version number 0
to all the objects. This way, if a client c performs a transaction on an object o that has not been
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Algorithm 1 Data store with fast reads - (for a client cl)

1: . Client’s cl local variables
2: histcl[c]← ε ∀c ∈ C ∪ {cinit}
3: . histcl[cinit]← (o1,⊥, 0) · (o2,⊥, 0) · · · · · (ok,⊥, 0)
4: responses← ε, versionNumber ← −1
5:

6: . client wants to read objects in Os

7: procedure read(Os, t, d)
8: servers← {s : server s that serves an object o ∈ Os}
9: for server s in servers do

10: . ask server s only of objects in Os that s serves
11: trigger < s,read | Os ∩ objectsServedBy(s), t, d >

12: wait until |responses| = |servers|
13: histcl ← extend(histcl, responses)
14:

15: verToRead[o]← 0 ∀o ∈ O
16: for object o in Os do
17: verToRead[o]← maxVerNumber(histcl, o)

18: loop:
19: while true do
20: result← ε
21:

22: for object o in Os do
23: (val, vn)← getVersion(o, verToRead[o])
24: if val = then
25: verToRead[o]← verToRead[o]− 1
26: continue loop

27: result← result · (o, val, vn)

28: (safe, probObj)← isSafe(histcl, result)
29: if safe then
30: responses← ε
31: toReturn← ε
32: for element e← (o, val, vn) in result do
33: toReturn← toReturn · (o, val)
34: return toReturn
35: else
36: verToRead[probObj]← verToRead[probObj]− 1

37:

38: . client wants to write value v in object o
39: procedure write(o, v, d)
40: s← getServer(o)
41: histToSend← clean(histcl, s)
42: trigger < s,write | c, o, v, histToSend >
43: wait until versionNumber 6= −1
44: histcl[c]← histcl[c] · (o, v, versionNumber)
45: versionNumber ← −1
46: return ack
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47: upon event < cl,readResponse | r > do
48: responses← responses · r
49:

50: upon event < cl,writeResponse | vn > do
51: versionNumber ← vn
52:

53: procedure isSafe(clientHist, values)
54: for client c in C do
55: . for a triple t← (val, o, vn), v(t) = val and obj(t) = o
56: if ∃t1, t2, t3 ∈ clientHist[c] : v(t1), v(t3) ∈ values then
57: if t1 → t2 ∧ t2 → t3 and obj(t1) = obj(t2) then
58: return (false, obj(t3))

59: return (true, ⊥)

60:

61: procedure extend(hist, responses)
62: histRes[c]← ε ∀c ∈ C
63: for response r in responses do
64: for client c in C do
65: histRes[c]← mergeClientHist(histRes[c], r[c])
66: histRes[c]← mergeClientHist(histRes[c], hist[c])

67: return histRes
68:

69: procedure mergeClientHist(aHist, bHist)
70: if size(aHist) < size(bHist) then
71: return mergeClientHist(bHist, aHist)

72:

73: . it is guaranteed that size(aHist) ≥ size(bHist)
74: mergedHist← ε
75: for triple← (o, v, vn) in bHist do
76: if v 6= then
77: mergedHist← mergedHist · triple
78: else
79: if (o, v′, vn) ∈ aHist with v′ 6= then
80: mergedHist← mergedHist · (o, v′, vn)
81: else
82: mergedHist← mergedHist · (o, , vn)

83: append remaining elements of aHist to mergedHist
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84: . removes values in history of objects that s does not serve
85: procedure clean(history, server)
86: histToReturn← ε
87: for triple← (o, v, vn) in history do
88: if o ∈ objectsServedBy(server) then
89: histToReturn← histToReturn · triple
90: else
91: histToReturn← histToReturn · (o, , vn)

92: return histToReturn
93:

94: procedure getVersion(hist, o, vn)
95: for client c in C do
96: for triple← (o′, v, vn′) in hist[c] do
97: if vn′ = vn and o′ = o then
98: return v
99:

100: procedure maxVerNumber(hist, o)
101: maxvn← 0
102: for client c in C do
103: for triple← (o′, v, vn) in hist[c] do
104: if maxvn < vn and o′ = o then
105: maxvn← vn
106: return maxvn

Algorithm 2 Data store with fast reads - (for a server s)

107: . Server’s s local variables
108: hists[c]← ε ∀c ∈ C
109: mem[o]← (⊥, 0) ∀o served by s, 0 corresponds to the version number (mem[o].ver) of object

o and ⊥ object’s o initial value value
110:

111: upon event < s,read | Os, t, d > do
112: trigger < cl,readResponse | hists >
113:

114: upon event < s,write | o, v, histclient > do
115: mem[o]← (v,mem[0].ver + 1)
116: hists[c]← hists[c] · (o, v,mem[0].ver)
117: hists ← extend(hists, histclient)
118: trigger < cl,writeResponse | mem[o].ver >
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written, the initial value ⊥ is read for o. Variables responses and versionNumber are used in the
read and write procedures in order to inform the client that a message has been received from
the server. Specifically, responses contains the messages received from servers during a transac-
tion. Variable versionNumber contains the version number assigned by the server to the object
the client writes.

Client cl performs a transaction by calling the read procedure (lines 7-36) and providing as
parameters the objects Os, a transactional identifier t, and an additional message d. In Line 8, cl
retrieves all the servers it needs to communicate (i.e., all the servers that serve an object o ∈ Os)
with in order to perform the transaction. Then, for every server s in servers, client cl triggers a
server read event (lines 9-11). Note that client cl only “asks” from a server s the object that s
serves using the objectsServedBy procedure. We assume that objectsServedBy returns the
set of all the objects served by s and this information is stored locally in cl (i.e., no communication
with the server is needed). The client then waits until it receives messages from all the servers it
sent a message to (Line 12). For this, client cl uses the responses variable that is initially ε and
each time cl receives a response (readResponse) from the server the response is appended to
responses (lines 47-48). When cl receives messages from all the servers it has communicated with,
then |responses| is equal to |servers| (Line 12). After receiving the responses from the servers,
client cl calls the extend procedure (Line 13) that extends histcl if cl received potentially additional
information from some of the servers (e.g., received information such that cl can extend a write
history histcl[c] for some client c). The extend procedure (lines 61-67) takes two write histories
and combines them to get the maximum possible write histories using mergeClientHist as a
helper procedure (lines 69-83). Afterwards, client cl stores to the verToRead array all the versions
that it intends to read from this transaction. Initially, cl intends to get the latest version of each
object (lines 16-17) and cl is able to retrieve the latest version number (as known by cl) of each
object using the maxVerNumber procedure. The maxVerNumber (lines 100-106) procedure
accepts write histories (hist) and an object o and finds the maximum version number of object o
by utilizing the information in hist.

Client cl then enters the loop (lines 19-36), where cl attempts to read the latest values that
satisfy monotonic writes, until it succeeds. It does so by calling the getVersion procedure.
The getVersion (lines 94-98) procedure loops through all the write histories (similar to the
maxVerNumber procedure) to find the value of object o with the specific version number. Note
that client cl might get back as the value of an object (Line 24), meaning that cl knows that a
value was written by some client but is not aware of this value. In such a case, client cl attempts to
read the immediately previous value of that object in the next loop, by decrementing the version
that is about to be read for that object (Line 25) and repeating the loop (Line 26). If no value is
returned, the client verifies that the read values are safe (i.e., satisfy monotonic writes) by calling
isSafe (Line 28). The isSafe procedure (lines 53-59) takes as input the write histories (clientHist)
and the read values (values) and examines whether the read values by cl violate monotonic writes
(Line 57). Specifically, it checks whether two values v(t1) and v(t3) have been read by the client,
and value v(t1) of obj(t1) has been overwritten before the write of value v(t3). If this is the case,
the read values values violate monotonic writes and isSafe returns obj(t3) (Line 58). Note that
monotonic writes are violated because the client attempted to read the version of obj(t3), and
therefore we call obj(t3) the problematic object. If the read values are safe (Line 29), the read
values are returned (Line 34) after removing the version number from each triple (lines 32-34) to
respect the data store model (Section 2). Otherwise, the version needed for object probObj is
decremented by one (Line 36) and the loop repeats.

To perform a write operation, client cl calls the write procedure (lines 39-46). Client cl retrieves
the server that serves object o using getServer (Line 40), cleans history histcl by removing values
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of objects server s does not serve (Line 41) and then cl sends a write message to the server (Line 42)
. Recall that a server does not store values of objects that it does not serve. Therefore the client
calls the clean procedure (lines 85-92) that simply goes through all the triples in history and if
the history of some client contains a value that is not served by the server (Line 91) it stores as
the value. Afterwards, the client waits until the server responds (Line 43) (i.e., versionNumber is
updated when receiving a writeResponse from the server (lines 50-51). Finally, client cl updates
its write histories from the one received by the client (Line 44), sets versionNumber back to −1
and returns an acknowledgment.

The code for a server s is presented in Algorithm 2. As with a client, the server s stores locally
all the write histories (hists). Additionally, server s stores the values of the objects it serves in
the mem array (Line 109). For each object o ∈ s.obj, mem[o] corresponds to a pair with the
latest written value and its corresponding version number. When server s receives a read event,
it responds to the client with a readResponse that contains hists (Line 112). Note that server s
does not update its state in response to a read event, and hence reads in ubvStore are invisible.
When server s receives a write event to write a value v to object o (Line 114), s stores the value
in mem[o] and increases its version number by one (Line 115). Then server s (potentially) extends
it current knowledge of hists by the one received (histclient) from the client using the extend
procedure (Line 117). Finally, server s responds to the client with a writeResponse message that
includes a version number (Line 118).

The cautious reader might notice that some parameters are not used by the clients or the servers.
For instance, message d is not used by either clients or servers. Nevertheless, it appears in ubvStore

to adhere to the general model we present in Section 2. Other data stores (e.g., COPS-SNOW [13])
use such additional parameters.
Correctness. To prove that ubvStore is correct, we have to show that ubvStore: (i) is a valid
data store (i.e., all its executions are well-formed), (ii) provides monotonic writes, and (iii) provides
minimal progress.

Valid data store. Naturally each per-process execution is well-formed since processes follow
ubvStore’s algorithm. Any execution has correct issues, since clients sends request for objects
to servers that serve them (Line 11). Furthermore, any execution has no-transaction reuse and
distinct values; we assume that clients append their client identifier and a constantly increasing
counter to the values they write, as well as the transactional identifiers they use. Additionally,
clients are sequential if we force them to wait for an operation’s response before invoking a new
operation. Note that a server only responds to a client after receiving a request and hence any
execution has valid responses. Any execution generated by ubvStore has valid values since a client
c only reads values contained in histc. The values contained in histc are received by some server
and hence were written; values are only appended to a client history by the server (Line 116).
Finally, we assume that any execution messages are not received out of thin air and that there is
no message duplication. We can achieve this by implementing well-known techniques [28]. We do
not incorporate these techniques in ubvStore to avoid making ubvStore verbose.

Monotonic writes. ubvStore trivially provides monotonic writes. A client returns values from
a read-only transaction only if these values are safe (Line 29 in Algorithm 1). The fact that values
are safe means that there is no monotonic writes violation (Line 57) and the isSafe procedure is
successful. However, we need Lemma 4 to show that ubvStore does not attempt to read versions
that do not exist.

Lemma 4. For every read(Os, t, d) performed by a client c, for every object o ∈ Os, it is the case
that verToRead[o] ≥ 0.

Proof. Someone might think that verToRead[o] < 0 due to Line 36. We show that this is not
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the case. Assume by way of contradiction that during a READ(Os, t, d) operation by some client
c, there is an object o ∈ Os such that verToRead[o] < 0. For this to happen, it should be the
case that verToRead[o] = 0 and a subsequent isSafe call (Line 28) returns (false, o). This would
imply that verToRead[o] gets decremented by one and hence verToRead[o] < 0. However, we
show that if verToRead[o] = 0, the isSafe cannot return o as a problematic object. Since for o to
be returned as a problematic object the following needs to happen. When isSafe is called, there
exist a client c′ such that there exist triples t1, t2, t3 ∈ clientHist[c′] such that t1 → t2 ∧ t2 → t3,
obj(t1) = obj(t2) and obj(t3) = o. The fact that t2 → t3 implies that client c′ first performed a
write to obj(t2) and later to object obj(t3) = o. However, if verToRead[o] = 0 this means that the
read value is the initial value, namely ⊥. Therefore, it is not possible that triple t3 corresponds to
a write by some client c′ that writes a value 6=⊥ in o. A contradiction.

Minimal progress. To show that ubvStore provides minimal progress we have to show that
ubvStore is eventually responsive and eventually visible. ubvStore is eventually responsive since
by construction the servers respond to the client’s requests (i.e., reads or writes). ubvStore is also
eventually visible. To see this, consider a finite execution α ∈ I which last event ew is a client
write request to object o served by server s, as in Definition 15. Furthermore, consider all r > 0
completed client write requests to o before ew that write values, where all the written values are
contained in the set vold. Assume by way of contradiction, that there is an infinite extension α′ ∈ I
of α that contains infinite transactions from a set Tf that appear for the first time and that request
o, where all transactions that have a corresponding client read request to o read a value that belongs
to vold ∪{⊥}. In this setting, we prove Lemma 5 that leads to contradiction. Before we do, we give
the intuition on why ubvStore is eventually responsive.

Since ubvStore is eventually responsive, the write ew completes receiving a greater version
number than all the values in vold. Therefore, there is a transaction t by a client cr in α′ that
retrieves a value vnew of o that is not in vold. The only way transaction t cannot read value vnew
for o is if the read values of t are not safe. The read values are not safe if there is another object o′

(served by server s′) that t requests and there is a client cw that performs writes in the following
order wo′(v) → wo′(v

′) → wo(vnew) and client cr has only “seen” value v for object o′. In such
a case, t cannot read values (v, vnew) for objects (o′, o) respectively, since such read values violate
monotonic writes. However note that the next transaction performed by client cr will “see” value
v′ for o′ after communicating with server s′, and hence object o will not be the problematic object
(Line 36) and a newer version of o will be read. A contradiction.

Lemma 5. For any k ≥ 1, there is a transaction t ∈ Tf that reads object o and k− 1 more objects
and t does not read a value that belongs to vold for o.

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. Clearly, for k = 1 the lemma holds because a trans-
action that only reads one object o cannot violate monotonic writes (Line 57). Hence, some later
transaction t ∈ Tf that only reads o reads the latest written value, that is not in vold ∪ {⊥}.
Assume the lemma holds for k objects. We prove it holds for k + 1 objects. Assume by way of
contradiction that every transaction t ∈ Tf (for k + 1), transaction t reads a value for object o
that is in vold∪ ⊥. Since the set Tf contains infinite transactions, Tf contains infinite transac-
tions that appear for the first time after ew has been completed (recall the ew write completes
since ubvStore is eventually responsive). Consider these transactions to be in the set Tsf ⊆ Tf .
Consider transaction t1 ∈ Tsf that reads a value in vold∪ ⊥ for object o. Since vnew is written
the reason t1 does not read vnew must be that t1 reads value v for another object o′ 6= o and the
following writes wo′(v) → wo′(v

′) → · · · → wo(vnew) have been performed by some client c. This
way, if t1 reads vnew for o and v for object o′ it violates monotonic writes. However, note that a
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later transaction t2 ∈ Tsf when reading o and o′ it sees the latest value v′ for o′ and the latest
value vnew for o (due to the construction of ubvStore). Again, transaction t2 might not be able
to read vnew for object o if there is another object o′′ 6= o′ and o′′ 6= o′ such that he following
writes wo′′(v

′′)→ wo′′(v
′′′)→ · · · → wo(vnew) have been performed by some client c′. Again, a later

transaction t3 ∈ Tsf when reading o′′ retrieves the latest value v′′′, etc. Note that the set of objects
O is finite and therefore, eventually there exists a transaction ti ∈ Tsf that reads vnew for object o.
A contradiction and hence the lemma holds for any k ≥ 1.

As a final note, we devised ubvStore to clarify and generalize our theoretical impossibility result
(Theorem 1). In practice, sending several versions in one round is costly. Therefore, we expect
that an implementation of ubvStore would perform worse than COPS-SNOW [13]. However, this
is not an apples to apples comparison, because COPS-SNOW can violate consistency during an
asynchronous period, while ubvStore never violates consistency.

5 Concluding Remarks

Our framework is inspired by the models of Attiya et al. [10] and Burckhardt et al. [33]. However,
in comparison to these models [10, 33], our framework captures transactions, bounded-version
reads, etc. As far as we know, our formal framework is the first to precisely capture the notion of
fast transactions, and specifically the notion of bounded-version data stores. We formally defined
bounded-version data stores by introducing the decoding function dec and the definition of valid
values, something we believe is a contribution in itself. In contrast, other models [13, 21, 12] that
attempt to define fast transactions, fail to precisely define the restrictions imposed by one-version
reads (i.e., servers could potentially “cheat” and respond with more than one version).

Lu et al. [13] introduce the notion of latency-optimal read-only transactions (i.e., fast reads
in Definition 10), as well as present the SNOW theorem. The SNOW theorem states that we
cannot devise a read-only transaction algorithm that satisfies the following four properties: (i) strict
serializability, (ii) non-blocking reads, (iii) one-round and one-version reads, and (iv) coexistence
with write transactions. Konwar et al. [21] revisit the SNOW theorem and present some new
results that consider the role of client-to-client messaging to the SNOW theorem. Tomsic et al. [20]
investigate the relation between the consistency, the speed, and the freshness of reads and among
others show that visible fast transactions are possible by reading an arbitrarily old snapshot of the
database and hence such a data store does not provide the weak property of eventual visibility.
Didona et al. [12, 22] look into causally-consistent data stores and investigate the cost fast read-
only transactions impose on writes, as well as prove that a data store cannot provide fast read-only
transactions in combination with write transactions. In contrast to previous work [13, 21, 20, 12,
22] we consider the weaker consistency model of monotonic writes and hence we strengthen our
impossibility result. Finally, note that real systems [34, 35] that provide fast transactions, either
assume strong synchrony (e.g., Spanner [34] relies on global time), or provide visible read-only
transactions and hence are not fault-tolerant.

Finally, in contrast to previous work [20, 21, 12, 22, 13], and to the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first one that brings fault-tolerance and fast transactions together into attention. As a
matter of fact, the original work of Lu et al. [13] that defines fast transactions, presents the COPS-
SNOW data store that supports such fast transactions. COPS-SNOW is able to keep operating
during a network partition and hence the loss of one or more data centers. However, COPS-SNOW
cannot tolerate the failure of a single server, since otherwise consistency is violated.

In this paper, we proved that invisible fast transactions are impossible in a data store that
supports the weak consistency model of monotonic writes. To prove our result, we devised a for-
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malization to precisely capture notions such as one-round, one-version, etc. As far as we know, our
proof is the first one to shed light on an important and unexplored consequence of fast transac-
tions, that is, a data store that supports fast transactions cannot tolerate the failure of even one
server. Additionally, we showed that the number of versions a server can send back to a client
is consequential to whether transactions can be both non-blocking and 1-round trip by presenting
ubvStore.
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